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Keeping alive the art of hand 
crafted sourdough. Baked in 
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words and photos by matt mackay

rekindlingthe!re
David Alan and Margaret Carey are giving new life to an  
old oven in Flinders. Their handmade, wood-!red sourdough 
breads are the product of passion and patience…

After spending two years working as winemakers at Heathcote in 
central Victoria, David and Margaret decided to learn more about the 
art of sourdough bread-making. They volunteered"at RedBeard Bakery 
in Trentham. Under the guidance of expert bakers John and Alan Reid, 
they fell in love"with a traditional wood-!red Scotch Oven and became 
convinced that it produces a far superior bread to conventional ovens. 

The couple spent a year travelling throughout Victoria searching for a 
traditional Scotch Oven. “It would be the oven that would determine our 
location,” explains David. The few ovens they stumbled across were in 
poor condition and beyond repair.

They decided to travel to Flinders, on the Mornington Peninsula, 

because David remembered visiting the old bakery there as a child. 
They discovered a hidden treasure, an historic wood-!red Scotch Oven 
originally built for the Draper family during the 1930s.  It was in great 
condition and even had a matching vintage dough-mixer.

The pair spent many long days and nights crouched inside the oven, 
re-laying the #oor and rebuilding the !rebox. They replaced the missing 
!re bars with a new set they had re-cast at an historic foundry in Castle-
maine which still had the original moulds. It took six months to restore 
the bakery so they could re-!re the oven and begin baking.

David and Margaret’s motivation is to produce traditionally-made 
bread of the highest quality, using only certi!ed-organic #our, water 
and Victorian pink lake salt. True sourdough bread is naturally leavened, 
which means that a local wild culture of organisms is used to slowly 
develop and rise the doughs over an eight-hour period. As a result of the 
long fermentation, the bread develops greater #avour and has nutri-
tional bene!ts such as the breaking down of gluten and natural sugars, 
making it perfect for those who are gluten-intolerant or on low-GI diets. 
David feels that their knowledge of winemaking has been invaluable in 
managing the many variables involved in"making a good sourdough. 

The enormous 1940s twin-arm mixer has taken"centre"stage, replicat-
ing the slow and gentle hand-kneading"necessary for optimum dough 
development. Traditional hand-"shaping and cutting techniques are 
 also used. 

It’s a labour-intensive process, but David and Margaret wouldn’t have  
it any other way. They’re truly passionate and committed to producing 
the best bread possible, and the !nished product speaks for itself. Stand-
ing in the bakery when the crusty loaves emerge from the oven  
is a feast for the senses.  After sampling a still-warm loaf with olive oil 
and dukkah, I know I’ll be making regular trips to a certain Flinders 
bakery in the future. 


